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About us

Our numbers

Ci presentiamo

1977
Loris Beghetto and 
Paolo Scudiero turn 
an idea into Scilm.

5
Our premises.

2006
Scilm launches the 
new Catenaria profile 
system.

2009
A generational transition 
takes place at Scilm.

2017
Scilm celebrates its 40th 
anniversary.

1980
The innovative artificial 
resin-coated plinth is 
born.

180
Our collaborators.

28.000 sq.m 
Covered surface area.

2010
Scilm obtains 14001 
Environmental and 
Occupational Safety 
certification.

2019
Blink, the magnetic clip, 
receives an Interzum 
Award.

1988
The new Gola profile 
system is launched.

70
Countries to which 
we export.

30.000
Codes handled 
every year.

2011
Scilm America is 
founded and Plan.a 
is launched.

2021
A new acceptance 
warehouse and a 
factory extension for 
Euro Orvel.

1990
New headquarters 
opens in Cittadella.

1994
Scilm is the 6th 
company in Italy to 
obtain ICILA, UNI EN 
ISO 9001 certification.

50/50
Our turnover in Italy 
and abroad.

2015
Scilm and Euro Orvel 
join forces to expand 
in the cabinet sector.

2022
Scilm America 
headquarters moves 
to Charlotte and obtains 
FSC certification.

1998
Oxidal joins the Scilm 
Group.

30%
Turnover from 
customised projects.

2016
A code of ethics
is introduced.

2023
New shipment 
warehouse and 
50001 certification.

Scilm, which stands for “Società Commerciale Industria 
Lavorazione Metalli” (Metalworking company), was founded 
in 1977, more than 40 years ago, by two skilled men:

Their question – “How can we simplify the kitchen 
experience?” – soon became an obsession. Then an 
innovation. Then a patent. And another. And yet another.

Today, the new generations, are still asking that question, 
turning it into a “system” of solutions: a world of visible 
and invisible parts and aluminium and plastic products that 
make each detail something special. The result makes the 
environment you love simpler, more functional, more beautiful, 
more Scilm.

A history of people, 
ideas and work.
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“We care” has been 
in operation for 
40 years.

Vision

We want to continue to expand worldwide as a successful 
Italian manufacturing company that offers furniture 
manufacturers, particularly kitchen manufacturers, solutions 
and designs that functionally and aesthetically complement 
their products in tune with the design trends and lifestyles 
of contemporary families.

It comes naturally to us to be ahead 
of the times, from the innovation of the 
first plastic plinth to 20-year sustainable 
choices such as lead-free PVC or 
recyclable aluminium. Since 1977, 
our idea of furniture has been based 

on increasingly cutting-edge materials, 
tools for designers that are more intuitive, 
as well as attractive and practical 
solutions for the kitchen. Today, half 
of our products are exported thanks 
to a footprint that has created a standard.

How can we simplify 
the kitchen experience?

Mission

We supply products that are innovative in terms 
of design, technology and Italian style. We have specific 
expertise in processing plastic and aluminium.

We work in partnership with our customers, developing 
projects tailored to their needs. We build long-term business 
relations based on mutual esteem and friendship.

We bring to the world the know-how and style developed 
together with our Italian and European customers.

We provide an excellent customer service based on a full 
range of products, technical assistance and quick and timely 
deliveries.

Company policy

Scilm Management has upda-
ted the Company Policy for 
Quality, Environment and Oc-
cupational Health and Safety. 
This is an important document 
explaining Scilm’s commitment 
to its customers, the environ-
ment and its employees.

Our certifications

ISO 9001:2015 - 14001:2015

Scilm has obtained ISO 9001-
2015 and ISO 14001-2015 
certifications, testifying that 
its operational processes 
are carried out in compliance 
with quality parameters 
and proper environmental 
management.

Code of ethics

Its purpose is to always remind 
everyone of the spirit of the 
company and the reason why 
it was established.

Safety at work

Safety Management 
System based on UNI-INAIL 
Guidelines with the aim of 
guaranteeing the achievement 
of the health and safety goals 
the company has set itself.
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Integrity

Focusing on results

Social responsibility

Respect for individuals

We put ourselves in the shoes 
of designers, fitters and users.

5 6 7

Involvement

Areas of application

We work with integrity in accordance 
with legislation, suppliers, customers, 
employees and stakeholders.

We nurture the working environment 
and the development of personal 
and professional skills, providing the 
best hardware and software tools to 
achieve results for our company.

We are a socially responsible 
company that focuses on 
sustainability. We contribute 
to the economic and cultural 
development of our community 
and our local area.

We believe in the people who 
collectively make up Scilm and we 
believe that we can work safely.

Industrial and artisan manufacturers of home, outdoor  
and office furniture. 

Manufacturers of industrial furniture and the  
metalworking industry.

General Contractors.

Distributors and retailers of components for the furniture 
industry.

Planning, architecture and design studios.
We believe that all employees 
can contribute to the success 
of the company and we encourage 
active participation and involvement 
in its management.

Values Sectors and skills

1
Plastics

› Injection moulding
› Thermoforming
› Extrusion

Assembly

› Tables
› Doors
› Furniture components

Packaging

› Boxes
› Bags
› Blister packs

Custom-sizing

› Catalogue product kits
› Reference doors
› Furniture components

Industrial expertise

2
Aluminium

› CNC machining
› Mechanical processing of coils
› Anodizing

3
Metal alloys

› Stamping by blanking

4
Coating

› Paper
› Laminates
› Aluminium
› Wood veneers

Our values.
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Scilm has innovated the concept 
of kitchen cabinets, providing 
designers with new ways of creating 
living spaces.

Technology 
for furniture

Product catalogue

1

2

4

Aluminium structures1 Aluminium and thermoplastic 
resin backsplashes

2 “Strike” aluminium 
and glass shelves

3

Aluminium and 
thermoplastic resin plinths

4 Plinth clips and magnetic 
plinth clips

5 Protection for induction 
hobs with insulating 
material

6

Sink cabinet protector 
in aluminium and 
thermoplastic material

7 Aluminium doors8 Plan. System aluminium 
doors

9

Horizontal Gola profiles10 Vertical Gola profiles11 Aluminium Catenaria 
profiles

12

Refrigerator bases13 Legs14

6

14

11

9

12

10

5

7

13

3

8
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Our commitment for 
a more sustainable future.

Sustainability

Innovation for the well-being of the environment,  
people and the local area.

Sustainable packaging

This year-long project aims to rationalise all packaging.

In 2021, Scilm began an important journey to optimise  
the packaging used in an eco-sustainable way. The solutions 
adopted have enabled us to reduce our environmental impact  
in this field while maintaining a high level of protection for  
the products we ship.

Researching 
alternative materials

Reduction 
in quantity

Reduction 
in variety

Our main goal was to gradually 
phase out polystyrene, a material 
with a high environmental impact, 
which is difficult to re-use and 
expensive to dispose of, replacing 
it with eco-compatible materials.

We have focused on reducing 
the thicknesses of plastic films 
in order to limit the use of this 
material, and generally to reduce 
packaging that is not strictly 
necessary.

We have made a gradual transition 
from plastic (PP or PE) to paper/
cardboard in order to reduce 
the environmental footprint and 
facilitate composting. Where this 
was not possible, we switched 
from virgin plastic to regenerated 
plastic.

For Planet

We are constantly looking for 
production solutions that preserve 
natural resources and counteract 
climate change. By using recycled 
raw materials, reducing waste 
and choosing renewable energy 
sources, we contribute 
to a development model that 
respects the ecosystem.

For People

The quality of life of Scilm’s 
employees is at the heart of all 
our company policies. We strive 
to spread the culture of health 
and safety and create a work 
environment that is not only 
stimulating on a professional level 
but also collaborative, inclusive  
and respectful of diversity.

For Work

Sustainability must be 
a collective commitment: 
only together can we reinforce  
eco-sustainable dynamics 
and processes. 
As part of a community sharing  
a single planet, we work  
to increase the environmental 
awareness of all our production 
partners by promoting careful 
and responsible management  
of the supply chain.
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Applications
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Scilm spa
Via Delle Pezze 7
35013 Cittadella (PD) 
Italy

Tel. +39 049 9404811
Fax +39 049 9401919
info@scilm.it


